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NSW Premier visits SIMS
SIMS was pleased to host a visit from the Premier, Gladys Berejiklian
on Sunday 21st May. The exciting news was her announcement of a
$100,000 grant to SIMS to prepare a business plan for its proposed
Centre for Urban Marine Innovation. The proposed Centre will
focus on maintaining healthy marine environments, innovations in
marine infrastructure and engineering as well as managing human
impact on waterways.

Premier Gladys Berejiklian in the Ian Potter Aquarium at SIMS

Most people on this planet live in cities and most large cities are coastal.
85% of Australia’s population live by the coast. The future resilience of
the global marine environment depends on the use and sustainability
of urban marine systems. This focus on urban marine science is a
core part of SIMS’ long term strategy. Our future development will
continue and expand the research on urban marine science that has
been so successful with the Sydney Harbour Research Program and
the World Harbour Project.

8th February 2017 was an exciting day when Professor Laura
Airoldi, head of SIMS World Harbour Project partner in Ravenna,
Italy, presented the outcomes of a joint World Harbour
Project/Euromarine Workshop to the European Parliament.
Demonstrating the impact that SIMS’ research on urban marine
science is having, the title of her presentation was “Developing
ecosystem-based solutions for resilient European harbours and
coastal waterfronts”.
Euromarine is a European Marine Science network with 73 member
institutions from 23 countries. Laura highlighted the ecological
and social benefits of nature based solutions as well as the growing
business opportunities from this novel market.
One of SIMS’ current research projects demonstrates how these
nature based solutions can translate into major market opportunities.
Stage 1 of this project has been completed successfully and shows
that modifications to seawalls can positively influence water quality
and biodiversity.
The next stage aims to develop the science/technology to the point
where we can enhance seawalls on properties around the harbour
at a cost which will be low enough to attract major participation
by Sydney Harbour waterfront residents. Innovative 3D printing
technology will be used to produce a range of tile designs that
can be combined into a diverse array of configurations on seawalls,
producing mosaics that are not only pleasing works of art but are
predicted to maximise biodiversity and ecosystem function.

Email: foundation@sims.org.au

The image above shows tiles deployed on seawalls to test their efficacy
at attracting endemic plants and animals. After 7 months there was an
abundant array of plants and animals that otherwise would not have
occurred on the seawall.

SAVE THE DATE:
SIMS Emerald Dinner will be held at the
beautiful Sergeants Mess on 26th October.
Guest speaker is Professor Matt England.
Email the Foundation now if you wish to
reserve seats. Last year was a sell-out.
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Prestigious award for Peter Steinberg
Professor Peter Steinberg, SIMS CEO and Director, has received the
Silver Jubilee Award of the Australian Marine Sciences Association, the
professional body for marine scientists in Australia. The award recognises
excellence in marine research and is presented to a scientist who has made
an outstanding contribution to marine research in Australia.
Peter is a renowned authority in marine chemical ecology and is widely
considered as one its founders. He is a leader in integrating ecological
theory and concepts with environmental microbiology, the “macro/micro”
approach.
He has some 180 international publications in a diversity of biological
fields, and is an inventor on 8 patents. He has been a Fulbright Scholar, a
Queen Elizabeth II Fellow and CEO of an ASX listed biotechnology company.
SIMS’ World Harbour Project was initiated and is led by Peter. It now
includes 26 major urban harbours in cities around the world. He has also
been appointed lead scientist for Australia in the marine component of the
Australia/Singapore Joint Strategic Dialogue on Innovation and Science.
This makes 2 out of the past 3 years that SIMS scientists have won the
Jubilee Award, with Professor Maria Byrne of Sydney University winning
it in 2015.

Prof. Matt England - Emerald Dinner guest speaker
We have a treat for our guests at the Emerald Dinner this year. Professor Matt England is a high
profile researcher into large-scale oceanography, ocean/climate modelling and climate processes.
Matt is an Australian Research Council Laureate Fellow and Deputy Director of the ARC Centre
of Excellence for Climate System Science. He has won many awards and fellowships including a
Fullbright Scholarship and two Eureka Awards and was a contributing editor and reviewer of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Second and Third Assessment Reports.
The diagram below (at http://web.maths.unsw.edu.au/~matthew/research_projects.html) gives an
idea of the scope of his work in studying what controls ocean currents and how these affect climate
and climate variability on time-scales of seasons to centuries. For some fascinating reading go to the
page referenced above and see more of Matt’s research.

The schematic diagram at the
left depicts some of the major
highlights and geographic
areas of interest in Matt’s
research programs. His work
is facilitating significant
advances in our ability to
forecast climate in Australia.
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3 nights at beautiful Lizard Island Resort
Delaware North Companies Parks & Resorts are once again donating this wonderful prize to be auctioned at our Emerald
Dinner. Their support has raised money for important research over many years now and we are most grateful.
As the northernmost resort on the Great Barrier
Reef and a luxury lodge of Australia, Lizard Island
is truly secluded from the rest of the world. The
24 private beaches are beautiful places to explore,
swim and enjoy a private picnic.
The image on the right shows Lizard Island from
the air. A stunning view of Lizard Island with the
Blue Lagoon in the foreground. Palfrey Island and
South Island enclose the lagoon while the main
island is in the background of this photo. The Island
was named by Captain Cook who landed there in
August 1770. On 12th August he climbed to the
highest point of the island (359 metres above sea
level) to look for an opening in the outer barrier
reefs to allow his escape to the open seas.
Despite the coral bleaching that has been widely
reported, Lizard Island is still a wondrous place
with lots to do, see and study. The superb images
on this page by Alex Vail, were all taken between
November 2016 and January 2017.

The prize includes 3 nights for two people in an Ocean View Villa,
gourmet meals, non-alcoholic beverages and a fine selection of wine,
beer, basic spirits and champagne as well as deluxe picnic hampers for
private beach outings. Also included are the use of motorised dinghies,
stand-up paddleboards, clearview kayaks and return scheduled East Air
flights between Cairns and Lizard Island. Valid to 26 October 2018 but
excluding 18 December to 7 January and 29 January to 11 February.

Blue green chromis and lemon damsels crowd
over their coral home. Photo: Alex Vail
What better place for a picnic? Just look at that water!!
A Melithea sea fan stretches for the
surface. Photo: Alex Vail

The clown anemonefish flares his mouth as a
potential predator of his babies passes by.
Photo: Alex Vail

Green turtle coming down after a breath at
Research Beach. Photo: Alex Vail
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An inquisitive Potato Cod visits a diver at
the Cod Hole. Photo: Alex Vail
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Sydney Harbour Research Program
Associate Professor Paul Gribben has been appointed Director of the Sydney
Harbour Research Program, following the promotion of the inaugural Director,
Professor Emma Johnston, to the role of Dean of Science at UNSW Australia.
He is also Deputy Director (Research) of the Centre for Marine Bio-Innovation
at UNSW Australia.
Paul was involved in the initial concept planning for the Sydney Harbour
Research Program and has been Deputy Director since it commenced in 2012.
He was awarded a Future Fellowship by the Austalian Research Council in 2014.
This is a prestigious award which supports research in areas of critical national
importance and aims to attract and retain the best and brightest mid-career
researchers.
His current research interests include:
• Experimental field studies conducted to better understand ecosystem
resilience.
• Investigating the global impacts of invasive species and pollution, with
national and international collaborations.
• Understanding the role of complex habitats in maintaining biodiversity and
ecosystem function.

Sydney Harbour Research Program - Phase 2
The history of the Sydney Harbour Research Program has
been one of innovative research. Much of the novelty and
innovation in SIMS’ research stems from the diversity of
researchers available to SIMS through its university members
and its associations with the Australian Museum and a
number of government institutions.
This will continue in Phase 2 when the research will move to
a proactive approach for enhancing harbour sustainability.
Three new projects will commence:
•
•
•

What is the role of biodiversity for harbour health?
How can we rehabilitate degraded sediment ecosystems
to improve harbour health?
What is the impact of changes to habitat on juvenile fish
recruitment and how can this be enhanced?

The role of biodiversity for harbour health

Rehabilitating degraded sediments

This project will undertake a biodiversity assessment to
expand our understanding beyond the macro scale (i.e. fish,
crabs, oysters etc.) to a micro and even a molecular level. We
shall gain an understanding for example, of which genes
provide important ecosystem services in sediments. We
aim to achieve a functional understanding of how different
species contribute to the ecological sustainability of Sydney
Harbour, by understanding which ecosystem services they
provide (e.g. recycling nutrients, removing heavy metals,
improving water clarity).

Our research will focus on the largest, most important, but
as yet unaddressed, urban harbour habitats: soft sediment
habitats (sand and silt) which cover 80% of the harbour’s
floor. Healthy sediments contain animals that provide
ecosystem services that are essential for harbour health
such as water filtration. Many of these habitats remain
contaminated from industrial legacies and the sediment
animals are still absent. The research will seek to restore
living communities to the sediment habitats and shellfish
beds to improve their function and the health of the harbour.
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Sydney Cove Rotary partnership
Volunteers for SIMS Discovery Centre
SIMS has begun an exciting new partnership with the
Rotary Club of Sydney Cove, to provide a team of
volunteers for Open Days at SIMS Discovery Centre. The
Rotarian volunteers will help SIMS open the Discovery
Centre more regularly, welcoming visitors, providing a
friendly face for questions and connecting more people
with the SIMS community.
The Discovery Centre is open on the 2nd Sunday in
every month. Group visits of 10 or more people also are
welcomed and can be arranged by contacting Alana at
SIMS on 9435-4600.
The photo shows members of Sydney Cove Rotary in the
Discovery Centre during their induction training.

We are delighted to announce that two more SIMS people
were honoured with awards at the recent Australian Marine
Sciences Association Conference. Both are doing their PhDs
and both were first-time presenters at such a conference.
Janine Ledet won the Ron Kenny Premier Conference Award
for the best full length oral presentation of research results by a
student.
Talia Stelling-Wood won the Ernest Hodgkin Estuary Research
Prize for the best student presentation on research that will
facilitate a greater understanding of estuarine processes and
management.
The photo shows Talia (at left) and Janine, very happily
displaying their awards at the conference.

Sebastian Vadillo Gonzalez, Doctoral Fellow at SIMS
Sebastian has been awarded this fellowship to enable him to complete his PhD
by working with SIMS on the sediment rehabilitation project that is described on
page 4 of this newsletter. In urban marine environments such as Sydney Harbour,
stormwater drains and other run-off result in excess nutrients and organic enrichment
that may accumulate in sediments. This can result in eutrophication, promoting the
growth of plant life and taking oxygen from the water, ultimately harming the marine
environment by killing the animals that live in the sediments where they provide
important ecosystem services.
The animals that live in the sediments restructure them, much as worms in the soil.
This activity, bioturbation, is a series of physical processes that affects the properties
of the sediments and is closely linked to bacterial actions related to the breakdown
and recycling of organic matter. Sebastian will use the latest generation molecular
techniques to assess and propose viable methods for bioremeidation, rebuilding the
communities that live in the sediments and contribute to a healthy marine ecosystem.
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YES, I WANT TO SUPPORT CUTTING EDGE RESEARCH
AND EDUCATION AT SIMS
Sydney Institute of Marine Science is the major marine research institute in New South Wales.
•

Our science is making a substantial contribution to safeguarding the irreplaceable marine assets that we are
fortunate enough to enjoy.

•

Our education programs play a vital role in helping to produce the next generation of researchers and managers
of the marine environment.

•

Our community outreach programs extend to all ages and aim to enthuse and inform Australians about science.

Donations to SIMS Foundation are tax deductible and all donations will be put to good use. Please donate via our web
site at http://sims.org.au/donation/ or return this form to SIMS via email or post (address on next page).

THANK YOU
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MAJOR SUPPORTERS OF
SIMS & SIMS FOUNDATION

FOUNDING PARTNERS OF
SIMS FOUNDATION

Trustee of SIMS Foundation
SIMS Foundation Limited
Directors
Alec Brennan AM, Chair
John Biffin OAM
Andrew Bloore
John Buttle
Dr John Keniry AM
Kim McKay AO
Heather Power
Charlie Shuetrim AM
Tracey Steggall
Professor Peter Steinberg
Professor Frank Talbot AM
Auditors
Mazars
SIMS’ Patron
Robyn Williams AM
SIMS’ Ambassadors
Valerie Taylor AM
Adam Spencer

CONTACT US
SIMS Foundation:
Building 19
Chowder Bay Road,
Mosman, NSW 2088
Tel: (02) 9435-4600
foundation@sims.org.au

FOUNDING SHAREHOLDERS OF SIMS

the
foundation
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